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Abstract — Plasma arc cutting is the thermal cutting process that developed at the end of the 1950s for cutting high-alloy steel, non-alloy steels, low-alloy steels and aluminium. Plasma arc cutting makes use of a constricted jet of high temperature plasma gas to melt and separate metal. The effect of process parameters like cutting speed, cutting current, gas pressure and stand-off distance will be studied on the response parameters like material removal rate, kerf width, bevel angle, by designing and performing the detailed experiments using orthogonal array (OA). Process performance data for various parameters will be analyzed using ANOVA. In this paper, the research and progress in plasma arc cutting process parameters of different materials are critically reviewed from different perspectives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma arc cutting is a thermal cutting process that makes use of a constricted jet of high-temperature plasma gas to melt and separate cut metal. Plasma arc cutting is a thermal non-traditional cutting process. It was designed to be used on all electrically conductive metals which, due to their chemical composition, could not be subjected to oxy-fuel cutting owing to its extremely high cutting speeds especially with thin materials and narrow heat-affected zone. The technique is also used today for cutting non-alloy steels and low-alloy steels.

Figure 1 shows plasma arc cutting process operates on direct current, straight polarity having electrode negative with a constricted transferred arc.

In plasma arc cutting process, heated gas is transformed into a plasma gas, resulting in extremely high temperatures. To establish the arc, a low-current pilot arc is initiated by a higher voltage high-frequency discharge between electrode and nozzle of the torch. Air/Gas from the power supply is used to force the pilot arc out of the nozzle orifice. Once the pilot arc has been established, the work piece needs to be brought into the circuit. The most important step is converting the pilot arc between the electrode and nozzle into a transferred arc between the electrode and the work piece. As the torch approaches the work piece and the pilot arc contacts the plate, the nozzle and work piece start to share the plasma current. The power supply forces all current to go through the work piece and increases the current to the cutting level and melting specific area of metal with heat of a constricted arc, then removing the molten material with high-velocity jet of hot ionized gas expelled from the nozzle orifice of the cutting torch and cut the material. Plasma cutting arc is removed from the work piece after the cutting is completed and the electrical circuit is open which stops flowing current.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Maulik K. Bhalodiya\(^4\) studied various process parameters of PAC machine and their influence on the cutting quality of SS410. For this experimental study the current, standoff distance (sod), cutting speed and gas pressure are referred as input process parameters. And material removal rate (MRR), kerf width, bevel angle and straightness were selected as output or response parameters. Response Surface Method was use for detail experiment. A regression analysis was performed to find out the best suitable mathematical model which gives the relation of input and output parameters. The Analysis of Variance was performed to find out the percentage contribution of each process parameters. From the results of ANOVA the current and cutting speed contributes 40 and 48 percent in material removal rate. The contribution of speed in bottom kerf width is 49% followed by current and SOD having 25%. For the top kerf width the speed, SOD and pressure SOD contributes respectively 25%, 30% and 15% followed by all other parameters. And for straightness the most influencing parameters is speed which contribute the 51% in straightness.

K. P. Maity and et.al\(^2\) PAC on AISI 316 stainless steel conducting a hybrid optimization method has been carried out. RSM and GRA coupled with principal component analysis have been proposed to evaluate and estimate the effect of machining parameters. The optimum conditions of this process are the following: 970 mm/min of feed rate, 47.5 A of current, 140 V of voltage and 1.5 mm of torch height. Torch height as well as interaction of torch height with feed rate is the most affecting parameters in plasma cutting.

Ravi kumar and et.al\(^3\) work is focused towards assessing the quality of cut surface like surface roughness and bevel angle of cut obtained with 21Cr ferritic stainless steel. Taguchi L9 OA was employed to design the cutting trials and grey based technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution TOPSIS analysis GTA was presented for designing the cutting parameters. The GTA was found to enhance the responses observed in PAC process permitting its usage in experimental cutting optimization. Optimal setting of cutting parameters for 21Cr Stainless steel as - air pressure: 5.5 bar, cutting speed: 1000 mm/min, arc current: 60 A and sod: 1 mm using PAC process. Analysis of variance was performed on GTI to reveal the major cutting parameters affecting the responses as cutting speed 46.88%, followed by the arc current 27.60% and air pressure 14.92%.

K. Salonitisa and et.al\(^4\) study the plasma arc cutting on S235 mild steel was studied. Design of experiment (L9 OA) and ANOVA was used of further analysis. The quality of the cut had been examined by measuring the kerf taper angle (conicity), the edge roughness and the size of the heat-affected zone. Cutting power, scanning speed, cutting height and plasma gas pressure are input parameter. The regression analysis has been used for the development of empirical models able to describe the effect of the process parameters on the quality of the cutting. From this experiment it is seen that the surface roughness and the conicity are mainly affected by the cutting height, whereas the heat affected zone is mainly influenced by the cutting current.

J. KECHAGIAS and et.al\(^5\) investigate of influence of input process parameters onto the dimensional accuracy performance of the plasma arc cutting process. The input cutting parameters studied were cutting speed in mm/min, torch standoff distance in mm, and arc voltage in volts. This experiment was carried out on St37 mild steel plates. An orthogonal matrix experiment L18 was conducted and the right bevel angle was measured and optimized according to the process parameters using an analysis of means and an analysis of variances. From this experiment it is seen that the arc ampere is the most important parameter that affects the right bevel angle by 50.89%. The torch standoff distance affects the right bevel angle by 15.9% and the plate thickness by about 6.22%.

Subbarao Chamarthi and et.al\(^6\) In this review 12mm plate thickness of Hardox–400 was cut by high tolerance voltage, cutting speed, and plasma gas flow rate included as main input parameter. The design of experiments and ANOVA was used for analysis. From this experiment it is seen that Unevenness can be reduced by reducing the cutting speed. Very good quality can be achieved for all the sides by varying the cutting speed, plasma flow rate and arc voltage only.

BEGIC Deržija and et.a\(^7\) investigate the effect of the cutting parameters on surface roughness and kerf width in plasma cutting of low alloy steel (EN 10025), and also obtained the optimum ranges of plasma gas pressure and cutting speed. From their experiment they concluded that kerf width decreases with increasing plasma gas pressure, while it slightly changes with increasing in cutting speed and surface roughness decreases by increasing plasma gas pressure and changes very slightly with increasing cutting speed.

Abdulkadir Gullu and et.al\(^8\) investigate the cutting quality of plasma cutting on AISI 304 stainless steel and St 52 carbon steel and they also investigated the variations of structural specifications occurred after cutting. The effect of process parameters cutting speed, cutting height, material type and plasma gas pressure on heat affected zone and
hardness was studied and it was concluded that after cutting, in the areas near to outer surface of the part hardness increased, around 250–350 HV, and it decreased towards to the core of the material and the area of 0.399–0.499 mm of stainless steel materials and 0.434–0.542 mm of carbon steel materials were more affected by heat according to cutting speed.

### III. CONCLUSION

1. From the above literature survey, it is seen that work has been done on plasma arc cutting of various materials like S235 mild steel, EN 10025, St37 mild steel and Hardox-400 and other steels like 21Cr ferritic stainless steel, EN 31 Steel, AISI 316 stainless steel, AISI 304 stainless steel and St 52 carbon steel.

2. Based upon the experiments, the effect of selected input parameters on the responses parameters such as bevel angle, unevenness of surface, kerf width, surface roughness, temperature distribution, and heat affected zone and hardness were studied.

3. The most influential process parameters for the above mentioned experiments are standoff distance, cutting speed, cutting current and gas pressure.

### IV. GAP IDENTIFICATION

1. From the literature review it is concluded that work was done on plasma arc cutting of different materials like SS 304, SS 410, SS 316, EN 31 Steel, AISI 316, Hardox-400, S235 mild steel, AISI 1017 mild steel, EN 10025, St37 mild steel, AISI 304, etc. and hence it is concluded that very less work has been done on Aluminium material high corrosion resistance which is used window frame, doors, extrusion, shop fitting, irrigation tubing.

2. The effect of input parameters on material removal rate (MRR) can be studied.

3. Optimization of the parameters can be done using Taguchi method, Response surface methodology or Grey Relational Analysis.

### V. FUTURE WORK

1. The effect of air plasma arc cutting process parameters on cutting of Aluminium 6063 material.

2. The detailed experiments will be performed on the basis of orthogonal array (L9 OA) and the parameters like material removal rate (MRR), kerf width (top and bottom), bevel angle, straightness will be measured by varying cutting current, cutting speed, gas pressure and stand-off distance.

3. The process performance data will be analyzed for various parameters using ANOVA and the optimum combination of process parameters will be obtained.
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